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INTRODUCTION 

Canvassing is the most personal form of contact that a campaign can have with a 

voter. Behavioral science experiments have touted door to door canvassing as one of the 

most effective forms of voter outreach for its capacity to engage voters in personal 

conversations and even change their minds. But the effectiveness of a canvass program 

depends on how well it is implemented. Canvassers rushing through a script to increase 

door knocks have the same effect as broadcast ads, which don’t do more than form 

short term impressions on voters. While a shortage of volunteers and too many doors to 

knock may be valid reasons, an impersonal canvass program will not get you the results 

you expect. A sustainable impression on the voter psyche requires that you do a lot 

more. 
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ORGANIZING YOUR CANVASS 

Organizing a canvass requires you to create a campaign plan, recruit volunteers who’ll 

follow through on the plan, cut and assign canvassing turfs, and collect data on voter 

preferences during the canvass. 

RECRUITING VOLUNTEERS 

Before assigning volunteers to a canvass, account for the number of voters to be 

reached, the area to be canvassed, and the number of hours that each person can 

contribute to a shift. Reach out to people who’ve signed up on your website or through 

other signup channels like SMS and shortlist prospective volunteers. 

CUTTING TURFS 

Split up the data you have on households in an area into multiple turfs that volunteers 

will canvass. A typical canvasser spends from 1 to 3 minutes at a door averaging about 

25 conversations per hour. So make sure you account for how many hours a volunteer 

plans to walk before cutting turfs. Provide your volunteers with turf packets or access to 

a canvassing tool. 

A typical turf package includes: 
• Map of the area with street names.  
• Scripts 
• Campaign literature. 
• Pens and clipboard 

With a canvassing tool, a canvasser has access these resources from within the app itself. 

SCRIPTS AND SURVEYS 

A script is essential to having healthy discussions at the doorstep. Very often, campaigns 

don’t give enough attention to scripts, and the conversations end up feeling awkward 

and robotic. Avoid following the typical campaign route of spewing statistics and facts to 
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convince a person. Keep your script short and make room for listening to what the 

person opening their door has to say. 

A good conversation structure to follow is: 

Introduce yourself 

Starting you conversation with a smile is the best way to put the voter at ease. Smile and 

then introduce yourself as from the campaign: 

Hi. May I speak with ____ . I’m a volunteer with the John Smith campaign here in ____. How 

are you today? 

Voter ID 

You need to identify whether the voter supports your candidate, an opponent or is 

undecided. This helps with creating targeted messages in the following stages of your 

campaign and also to optimize GOTV efforts when you’ll only be contacting supporters. 

If they identify as a supporter, tell them the importance of showing their support and of 

going out to vote on election day. This is also a good opportunity to ask them to 

volunteer and/or host a yard sign. 

If they identify as opposition supporter, do not spend your time on persuasion. Identify 

the issues that matter to them and wrap up the conversation in under 5 minutes. 

For undecided voters, get them engaged in open-ended conversations about their stance 

on issues. Note that listening is more important here than trying to drive home your 

stance. 

Discussing issues 

Avoid going on a generic spiel about your candidate and their stance on political issues. 

Prompt people to talk about the issues that they care about. Once you’ve understood the 

issues, convey your candidates stance on those specific issues and how they intend to 

work towards solving them. Encourage your volunteers to share personal stories from 

their lives to make the conversations more personal and memorable. 
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CANVASSING BEST PRACTICES 
GET PEOPLE TALKING 

If your canvassers are not from the local area, conversation with voters are a great way 

to gain local context. Get potential supporters talking about the issues they care about. 

People would be more open to telling you about the issues that matter to them than 

hearing you talk about the issues that the campaign is trying to solve. It could be a 

polluted lake, programs being cut from schools, or the lack of affordable housing. Once 

you’ve identified the issues that the people in the community generally resonate with, 

you can find the overlap with your campaign messaging and tailor your conversations to 

better align with the what voters care about during following door knocks. 

WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER 

It’s okay to admit that you’re not well versed on a certain policy issue. Rather than trying 

to work your way through the conversation with limited information, point voters to a 

resource or the campaign website where they can learn more about it. If people seem 

open to receiving communication from their campaign, capture their contact details like 

mobile number and email and inform them that a campaign representative will get in 

touch with them. 

WHEN THEY DON’T WANT TO/UNINTERESTED IN VOTING 

Engaging a voter who is uninterested in enforcing their electoral right may seem like a 

tough hurdle. But take the time to understand the specific reasons behind the disinterest 

and address them directly.  

Common reasons for not wanting to vote are: 

It doesn’t make a difference 

Let them know that we’re moving towards a period of razor-thin election upsets. Offer 

examples from previous elections where the election was won or lost on thin margins. 

Recent examples like the 2018 Pennsylvania Special Election in which Democrat Conor 
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Lamb won against Rick Saccone by a margin of 627 votes serve to prove the case that 

every vote counts. 

Complex voter registration process 

Partisanship should not matter for voter registration. If a voter at a door you knock on 

shows interest in registering to vote it’s only fair that you help them through the process. 

If you’re helping out an opposition supporter, the goodwill you show towards them is 

often enough to get them to warm up to your candidate. 

Didn’t like the candidate or campaign issues 

Ask them about the issues they care about. Election campaigns have an expansive 

manifesto that make room for multiple policy issues, although only a few grab the 

spotlight. Once you identify what the voter cares about, use talking points from your 

script to convey your candidates stance on the issue. If you’re not aware about the 

stance, collect contact details and follow up with the voter at a later date. 

Too busy or conflicting schedule / Being out of town or away from home 

Most elections make affordance for this through early voting and mail-in ballots. Advise 

people on the different options available to them even if they cannot make it to the 

polling booth on election day. 

ENGAGE IN OPEN-ENDED CONVERSATIONS 

Engage in open-ended conversations when interacting with swing voters. Research by 

the Leadership Lab of the Los Angeles LGBT Center proves that long, open-ended 

conversations have the potential to change people’s minds. When you are interacting 

with a swing voter, let them talk through the issues that they care about. Avoid the 

tendency to speed through the script and move on when you encounter a voter whose 

stances vary from yours. 

As Gerber and Green pointed out in their seminal study on GOTV, your campaign will 

likely convert 1 voter for every 12 doors knocked with the age-old canvassing strategy. 
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But with deep canvassing methodology, the odds are much higher. But bear in mind that 

the study recommends that conversations last for a minimum of 10 minutes up to 20 

minutes. A typical canvasser spends from 1 to 3 minutes at a door averaging about 25 

conversations per hour. At the same time, a deep canvassing campaign will average 5 

conversations in a 2-hour shift. So make sure you have enough volunteers in the shift 

and are not stressed for time, i.e more suited to your voter identification and awareness 

campaign than a Get Out The Vote campaign. 

CHECK YOUR SURROUNDINGS 

The more you know about the voter, the better you’ll be at engaging them across the 

duration of the campaign. Door-to-door canvassers have the advantage of seeing the 

voter at their home, and hence, they are at a prime advantage to gather data about voter 

interests. Which car is in the driveway, which magazines are on the doorstep, are there 

children in the household, do they appear educated, are there pets, are all data points 

imbued with clues about the personality of your voter. Even if the data itself is seemingly 

apolitical, it has statistical correlation to a voter’s political leanings. Along with the routine 

surveys on supporter levels and voter sentiments on issues, have your canvassers note 

down any additional data sets that can be used for future retargeting and re-canvassing. 

CANVASSING TOOLS 
Ecanvasser 

Ecanvasser maximizes returns from field operations by equipping agents with the means 

to collect and analyze relevant polling data. The Ecanvasser app makes it easier to 

manage field activities through intelligent maps to find voters and real-time tracking of 

canvassers. Its integration with NationBuilder allows campaigns that use the CRM for 

voter management to plug into Ecanvasser for outreach work and voter correspondence. 

Polis 
Polis App is a canvassing software for campaigning and door-to-door sales. The app can 

automatically create walking routes for door-to-door canvassers based on their location. 
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It also supports surveys and questionnaires to guide canvassers on the best way to 

speak with a prospective voter. 

Organizer 
Organizer is a field outreach platform for Democratic and Progressive candidates making 

it easier for a campaign to manage face-to-face contacts with voters. Organizer allows 

campaigns to create dynamic scripts, divide neighborhoods into different zones, and to 

assign volunteers to canvass those zones through a drag-and-drop interface. Organizers 

can also see the data entered into the smartphone apps in real-time, visualize those 

results through different graphs, and export them to other systems. 

MiniVAN 

MiniVAN is the canvassing tool by NGPVAN that makes maps, walk lists, and scripts 

instantly available to canvassers on their iPhone or Android app. The tool has the 

capacity to store multiple scripts for each walk sheet and comes with a strong integration 

to the VAN database. 

FieldEdge 

The app focuses on bringing the power of NationBuilder to the field by letting canvassers 

access the NationBuilder database, log surveys and supporter levels, assign tags, change 

volunteer status, record donations and have all canvass data sync back to your Nation. 
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